
THE BEST THINGS AT FUSION ARE:

Arts and Craft, playing with the adults,

football, sports outside, reading,

drawing, painting, hamma beads,

dinosaurs, cars. 

WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNT

Over half of the children do

NOT like doing Homework at

Fusion and would rather play

games, thats good because we

don’t do Homework at Fusion

but if you would like to you can. "Outside Play"
"Free Play"
"Playing Football"
"The staff are kind
and fun"
"Dinner is yummy
and we have
seconds"

FAVOURITE THINGS

TO PLAY WITH 

CHILDREN SURVEY
FEEDBACK 2024

100%

CHILDREN RATE

FUSION 7 OR

ABOVE

This Year at Fusion, you have learnt alot....

"To be respectful and kind"
"How to serve food and have good table manners”

“How to stay safe on a trip”
“How a spider makes a web!”

“About new festivals, how to wear a sari”

90% OF YOU LIKE
EATING OUTSIDE - THIS

IS GOOD TO HEAR.
WHEN THE WEATHER IS
NICE WE WILL TRY AND

DO THIS MORE. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR FEEDBACK
- IT HELPS US MAKE FUSION EVEN

MORE FUN. 

FAVOURITE FOOD
Pizza1.
Spaghetti bolognaise2.
Katsu Curry3.
Chicken Fajhita
Wraps

4.

“winning house
competition and
getting a treat”
“water fights”

“spending time
playing with my

friends”



“When friends are mean to you” - sorry that your friends aren’t
being kind. Remember to always tell an adult so we can help you. 
“Taking the Register” - unfortunately, we need to do this to make
sure everyone is at Fusion, just like you do at school. We do try
and make it as fun as possible and sometimes do a visual register
but we do need to make sure you are safe.
“Taking tables outside at dinner” - we need to move the tables so
we can eat outside - we will be putting a rota in place to make
sure its fair what year group helps. Sometimes we have a picnic
with no table and chairs too! 
“when we lose balls and don’t have any to play with” - From
September, each year will have  2 balls and when they are gone
they are gone. This is your responsibility!

HOW CAN WE MAKE FUSION EVEN
MORE FUN?

CHILDREN SURVEY
FEEDBACK 2024

"more play time" - we try and have as much free playing as possible.
“more water fights” - when the weather is nice we do this, maybe we

could have more water play outside.
“get a slide at Fusion” - we are lucky that we get to use the school

equipment which has a slide.
“Mix up with other Year Groups” - we can definitely do this more.
Remember, when its free time you have the choice who to play

with, it is your time.!
“Get a cat or Dog” - great suggestion, we do have our Eco Pond with

lots of frogs and fishes in but definitely something we can think
about. Maybe we could have some fun visitors in. 

REMEMBER YOU CAN
ALWAYS SPEAK TO AN ADULT

AND FEEDBACK TO US, WE
LOVE HEARING YOUR VIEWS

AND OPINIONS.

FAVOURITE GROUP GAMES

DROP
CATCH

SWIM LITTLE
FISHIES
SWIM

4
CORNERS

THINGS YOU AREN'T A FAN OF....

90% OF

CHILDREN LIKE THE

ART AND CRAFTS AT

FUSION AND THINK

THEY ARE GOOD. 

THIS IS LOVELY TO HEAR AND WE

LOVE SEEING YOUR CREATIONS

EVERYDAY.

80% OF YOU DON’T LIKE HAVING
RESPONSIBILITIES “IT IS TIRING,
I JUST WANT TO RELAX, I DONT

GET PAID TO DO IT”. SOME
CHILDREN SAID ITS GOOD

BECAUSE YOU FEEL GROWN UP
AND IT HELPS YOU WHEN YOU

GET OLDER. 

THE
NUMBER
GAME

Alot of children like earning
House POints - we will make sure

we carry this on in September.
Reminder, everyone is ina house

adn we earn house points for
being kind, helping others and
being a good friend. At the end
of each term, we will count all
the house points and have a
treat for the winning house

which you can decide - maybe
chocolate, something from prize

box, ice lollies...

HOUSE POINTS

90% OF CHILDREN
PREFER FREE PLAY

INSTEAD OF
ORGANISED
ACTIVITIES.

SOMETIMES WE
HAVE TO DO
ORGANISED

ACTIVITIES DUE TO
SPACE, BUT NOW
WE ARE OUTSIDE

MORE, THERE WILL
BE EVEN MORE

FREE PLAY
OPPORTUNITIES.


